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Preface

What could be a source of inspiration for a designer, who’s aim is to deal with different disciplines and 
find connection between them on the base of a certain design style? I’ve chosen a "Zone" concept as 
the generator of ideas in my work. My attempt in this research is to identify and explore the method as 
I’m attaching to "Zone" places and transforming my perception through intuitive metaphor into real 
design objects.
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Brussels, construction/destruction 
site, 1998.

*  - Georges Bataille, 

"Architecture", in 
Oeuvres Completes, 
12 vols. Gallinard, 
Paris, 1971-88, p.171

Sagrada Familia, Barcelona. 
Inner space in construction.

Erosion

Old industrial structures, 
Venice.

Inversion.

Conceptually, I make a use of "zone" term as an inversion of 

“zoning” - one of the basic terms in urban planning. According to the 
customary meaning of this term, zone is characterised as an area 
with defined features like: function, boundaries, planning etc. Today 
the idea of strong division to functions has already lost its previous 
meaning. Didactical, functional environment has been seized as a 
prisoner image in the eyes of many contemporaries. The image of 
prison can no longer characterise architecture as representative of 
today’s people’s desires and search for a place that will provoke  
emotional connection between a visitor and environment. Zone as 
inversion is opposite to what Georges Battaille describes in his 
article called "architecture that replaces freedom with discipline and 
produces prisoners - disciplinary citizens"*.

  Zone in its` conceptual inversion of previous meaning represents 
undefined objects/areas, independent from their proposed use and 
existing in the uncontrolled world without any planned hierarchy. 
Zone is a white spot, an emptiness, "a no man’s land" in an urban 
structure that is being developed in spontanious way and doesn`t  
belong to anyone. The phenomenon of zone exists as an evidence 
of previous human activity, which can be found in the process of 
destruction or in the transition phase before receiving new function.

Brussels, Taxi, Depot building detail.
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Brussels Taxi train station, the end of XIX century. 

The space of Zone could be described as a place that is able to 
change, to transform your perception of reality and to catalyse a 
virtual screen for imagination that will lead to interaction between a 
built space and yourself as a visitor. This is kind of perception of 
different reality I’m facing in abandoned houses, wasted industrial 
lands and construction sites. I can expand this selection of images 
that evoke the same feelings - an empty tunnel, a train-station with 
no passengers, a pile of rusty details that were in use and lost its 
previous function. These places or objects are touching me 
emotionally through the processes they represent: death or birth of 
built objects that could be comparable to the processes human 
beings are involved in.

Today Brussels Taxi is a huge area 
on the south of Brussels containing 
the site with scattered objects and 
three main depot buildings. The sta-
tion is emptied from its functioin 
and being prepared for renovation.

Brussels, Taxi, storage building.

 

Berlin centre, Potsdame Platz, 1998.

The new center of Berlin in the end of the 90’s be-
came a sort of museum that contained and 
represented building in progress. The whole 
construction site was exposed to visitors and it was 
allowed to walk through these situation as in a sort of 
a "theme park" that represented the objects in the 
process of their construction ("birth" of the building). 
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“Stalker”,Mosfilm,1975 - 
screenshot.

Stalker: "The Zone is a highly 
complex system... of traps and all of 
them are deadly...But people have 
only to appear for the whole thing to 
be triggered into motion. Our 
moods, our thoughts, our emotions, 
our feelings cause changes here. 
And we are in no condition to 
comprehend them. Old traps 
disappear; new ones take their 
place. The old safe places become 
impossible to pass through, and the 
route can be either plain or easy, or 
impossibly confusing. That’s how 
Zone is. It may even seem 
capricious. But in fact, at any 
moment it is exactly as we devise it, 
in our consciousness." 
(“Stalker”,Mosfilm,1975)

Innsbruck, abandoned house. 2002

Stalker

A starting point in my explanation of the zone concept is the 
Tarkovsky`s movie "Stalker". (Mosfilm,1975).  "Stalker" has been 
chosen as the main source for inspiration in my work that gave a 
legitimacy to present "zone" as an inversion of the burocratic term 
for defined areas into metaphor of unpredictable, enigmatic space. 
Zone or Zona represented in the movie as a mysterious ground, a 
land with no entrance, no exit, a place , which is bearing a double 
meaning of being empty and captured at the same time. This 
strange reality has appeared close to a small  industrial town, 
caused by meteorite`s landing or by visitors from space. Nobody 
exactly knows. From this point things start to be unpredictable in this 

piece of land. The army entered the area and disappeared; a 
national border surrounded the region and any access to the Zone 
was prohibited. The place has been left on its own as a mystical 
maze that is waiting to be discovered. There are only "stalkers" who 
know the paths in Zona and lead visitors to the miracle room 
concealed within this maze, where, according to the mythos, 
everyone`s desires come true. 

The intensities and powers that dominate in the Tarkovsky`s Zone 
are not under someone’s logical control, probably under someone’s 
intuitive control. Stalker is aware of uncontrolled situation in zone. He 
perceives it and is afraid of it. Zone is giving a lesson to a visitor, by 
its existence of being a part of land, which is beyond a human 
consciousness. In Zone a human being is no more a ruler, where the 
enigmatic factor doesn’t give opportunity to understand the situation 
entirely, where the nature is taking over the architecture, the 
burocracy and synthetic frames.

Paradoxically the dangerous character of the Zone triggers people to 
experience the strange reality, that is able to give the answers to the 
most important questions. The act of touching the methaphysical 
world of the Zone provokes one to dive in his own personal world of 
spirit and consciousness. Stalker is leading two people known, in 
order to protect their identities, by the nicknames: Professor and 
Writer. Together they cross the national border - a "wall" of the 
Zone. They pass the decaying technology and abandoned military 
equipment. They proceeded through the deserted house through a 
tunnel, through a room full of sand dunes. They succeeded to find a 
way through all changeable traps of the Zone.  
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The miraculous  room which can grant wishes appears as a space in  
an abandoned bunker that is empty from its previous function. Then 
what? It`s mysterious. We don`t know the outcome. Professor as 
well as Writer decide not to enter the room; they are afraid suddenly 
to set  their real wishes and desires free, they don`t want to leave 
Zone with deep regret and disappointment, probably because they 
wish  to stay with their illusions.

It’s necessary to notice that the most common description of the 
word "zone" in the frame of Russian language -"zona" - relates to 
closed areas of jails, concentration camps or any place where an 
access is strongly prohibited. In his film Tarkovsly gives us an 
inversion of zona. Instead of defined, disciplinary place Stalker’s 
Zone is a functionless labyrinth;  "the disoriented space of someone 
who has lost his way". * The visitors are even not seemed to worry 
about how to come back from this labyrinth of Zone; they desire to 
face the danger, or probably to be lost there. At the end Tarkovsky`s 
Zone is left as a terrifying and wonderful area of unknown and 
nobody has a clue what exactly is happening in this metaphysical 
uncontrolled labyrinth.

“Stalker”, Mosfilm, 1975 - 
screenshot.

* - Dennis Hollier,

"The Labyrinth and the 
Pyramide", p.58

When Tarkovsky was asked what 
does Zona mean for him, his 
answer was:” The Zone is a Zone, it 
is life, and as one makes his way 
across it, a man may break down or 
he may come through. Whether he 
comes through or not depends on 
his own self-respect, and his 
capacity to distinguish between 
what matters and what is merely 
passing".

(A.Tarkovsky, "Sculpting in Time", 
web magazine). 

A pedestrian tunnel in Prague that 
is placed beneath railways in order 
to connect two closed peripheral 
areas: Karlin and Z`iz`kov together.
An example how invisible and un-
xpectable situation in built 
environment create  points of 
emotional involvement with visitors. 
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Utrecht Soya Factory, 2006

The first buildings on the site were 
raised at the beginning of the XX 
century and then layer by layer the 
factory transformed into a complex 
of different structures, tankers that 
today stand without any use signify-
ing a certain period in the town 
industry. In fact there is no access 
to the structures. The whole site is 
boundered and closed as sort of a 
prison. You can grasp the brick 
walls, the pipes that are leaning on 
the building`s surface, tubes on the 
distance from the canal bank`s 
side, from the adjusent Oog an All 
park, or from the residential area, 
that is separated from the factory by 
still unused empty area. There is 
not a simple fence around this 
"zone"; it is comparable to an enve-
lope, which , probably, is supposed 
to defend what is hidden inside the 
factory. Before you will find the way 
to enter your will probably make 
many circles around the site. 

Utrecht Soya factory, Eastern 
facade.

Concept-method

The space of Zone is indefinable and untouchable. This conclusion 
could be described as our inability to reproduce and to build 
unpredictable Zone areas. The reality of Zone is necessary to rethink 
in order to transform its emanations and apply them to a new shape 
that could be still comparable to the Zone's origins. Gilles Deleuze 
and Felix Guattari alternate the concept of Zone with plateau: a self-
vibrating region of intensities characterised by the changeability of 
process and absence of a logical point. (Thousand Plateaus). This 
definition of zone concept are comparable to Tarkovsky`s Zona - "a 
no man`s land" that constantly moves from one situation to another. 
This movement doesn’t belong to someone’s logic, but rather, to 
someone’s intuition.

Indeed, the concept zone is broad theme that can be observed from 
different points and produce a multiplicity of results. The method of 
borrowing ideas from the parallel world of Zone is an unlinear, not 
even logical, mostly intuitive process. Sarat Maharaj could tag this as 
"zene-episteme" method; intuitive method of "strange knowledge". 
I’d like to concentrate on methodology of work with the phenomena 
of Zone and to represent my subjective way of dealing with the 
concept.

Nataly Gorodetsky-Engel, Utrecht Soya factory, eastern facade, conceptual 
drawing. 2007.
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Personalism.

Today’s personal research on the base of self-knowledge had 
become a most common term in art/design field. While approaching 
the "Zone" concept as a personal method of generating ideas from 
the inspiring source it’s necessary to come with a reference to 
philosophical aspect of term "personalism". 

"The world is phenomenal. It does not exist simply for and by itself. It 
exists in order to be known and it finds it`s meaning and completion 
in man’s consciousness"*. Following Dr. Stitskin clue I can describe 
my attempt to discover "zone" world, find its derivative and to 
transform in a real design as a personal way to conceptualise the 
existing situation. Understanding of Zone reality leads me through 
the self-knowledge to different conceptual meanings that are able to 
benefit my own perception of reality in order to be explored in design 
work.
How an experimental design could structurize the reality in such way 
that will invite discovery, creativity, as well as awareness of personal 
reflective influence within a space?
  
"Every phenomenal aspect of existence becomes real only when 
conceptualized by man".*  I want to reveal the positive aspect of 
"zone -like" unpredictable nature as a place with an intellectual 
impact on consciousness that allows people to be concerned about 
metaphysical existence, which is uncontrolled by human being. In 
this way I’m stressing the reality, where human being is no longer a 
ruler, but a reflective visitor in metaphysical existence of unknown. 
"Zone-like" experimental design can be a base for new relations in 
public spaces, where the entertainment should make an educative 
effect in terms of serving the knowledge about the world, which is 
comparably to nature, is in a permanent motion between elements 
that can’t be explained in a logical way but through a way of self-
experience in this reality. 
"In personalism the transition from sense experience to concept is 
not a subjective approach to existence, but rather it is only through 
the concept that existence can be understood objectively."*

* Leon D.Stitskin, "A Study in 
Personalism", 1976, preface

* Leon D.Stitskin, "A Study in 
Personalism", 1976, p.154

* Ibid

Nataly Gorodetsky-Engel, 
conceptual drawing. 2007.
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Method.

As it is described in Stitskin`s work I want to conceptualize my 
experience in certain zone place that will lead to design choice in 
"zone-like" public spaces through the metaphor . My proposition for 
such design can be provided as a "scheme process of 
intellectualization as distinguished from imagination" in three steps: 

1. analysis of perceptual data; 
2. generalisation and abstraction; 
3. transformation of things as essential to design.

Similar to Kafkian Metamorphosis I’m methodically transforming my 
perception in socalled "Zone spaces". My physical presence in 
abandoned places or construction sites, tunnels, old bridges etc. 
helps or gives me tools to understand some conditions and 
situations, which keep driving imagination and could inspire my 

design work. By making analytic drawings at the site and by 
perception processes the place is occupied by I’m able to transform 
these percept conditions into metaphorical narrative that serves me 
a base for a research as well as a design choice, simultaneously 
keeping in mind the original image of unpredictable Zone space. I 
would call this method of digging out a Zone’s derivative a 
metamorphosis.
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Kinetical Metaphor
 

I’m at the site of the abandoned oil factory in Utrecht. The wild 
growth of the rattle building of the factory; it's patina covered pipes, 
broken slabs, details are exposed to erosion processes allow me to 
think of a natural movement and dynamics within the site. Intuitively, 
the percept condition of movement at the site is preceding its 
metamorphosis and is being transformed into machinery (kinetical) 
transmission. Passing kinetic energy from one steel ball to another, 
from one wheel to another produces coherent system of movable 
and changeable structure. The sight of this structure is also 
someone's nostalgic childhood memory - a little toy that inspires your 
imagination. You would probably like to try the machine movement 
by yourself. This transmission could be realised as the stylistic 
design choice as well as a desirable trigger for an interaction 
between a built object and a visitor. This interaction on the base of 
machinery element is my inversion of previously percept random 
movement in the abandoned factory.

Etching press
(Jerusalem Print House, 2007)

Etching press
(HKU, Utrecht, 2007)

Railway museum, Utrecht, 2007

Pump detail,
Utrecht Soya factory,
2007.
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V.Tatlin, The Letatlin, 1932

* Larisa Zhadova, “Tatlin”,1980

* Archigram, Peter Cook, Basel, 
Birkhauser, 1991

V.Tatlin, Kontr-relief, 1914

Dynamic Architecture.

The kinetical metaphor has to deal with the aspect of dynamics in 
built objects. We used to see static buildings emphasising 
monumental structure of finished shapes. On the contrary,  erosion 
process that takes place within a "zone" should be seen as dynamic 
that represents fortuity and incredibility of "zone" structure, which in 
a way puts an option for changeability in zone-like design.

It is important to notice that dynamic architecture that is represented 
by machinery elements has been widely explored by Constructivist 
movement in the 20`s as a communicative metaphor of mobility and 
changes in society’s state. The notion of dynamic has been 
implemented in design as a basic term that further has been 
developed in contr-reliefs of Vladimir Tatlin as compositions of 
competiting axes, or spatial objects are based on machinery details 
of Alexander Rodchenko *. 

The "Archigram" movement in the 70`s on their turn came back to 
ideas of movable structures and changeable environment. New 
technologies gave architects such as Peter Cook, Ron Herron, and 
David Green an option to introduce their concern of 
interchangeability and continuity in their design. In the project called 
"Walking Cities" the design of buildings was translated to mechanical 
structures comparable to helicopters on telescopic legs. The 
Archigram`s architect considered the metaphor of machine like 
structures in terms of liberating effect this sight can make on 
human’s perception, which is different from previously perceived 
image of fixed environment. *
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Dynamic objects. 

The kinetical metaphor as a performance of erosion’s movement, 
changes and transmission of closed environment is represented in 
Jean Tinguely`s objects that relate to the "New Realism" movement. 
In his conceptual work from  "Meta Harmony’s" series the idea of 
mobility is translated through the assemblage of archaic, rattle 
details combined into a crunchy machine. These functionless objects 
maintained an option to be activated in order to discover new 
relations through the transmission between different useless parts. 

The motion of archaic wild growth of rattle details Tinguely translated 
into machine objects representing the discovery of non-development, 
non productivity, which correlates with zone’s concept non  defined, 
useless objects and discovery of their motion motive of.

The erosion machines in Tinguely` s work that still can be activated 
to rediscover possibility of play with sculpture-like objects/ 
environment; a possibility of interactive entertainment with useless 
objects.

"I decided to introduce 
movement, I started from 
constructivist element...I reused 
their elements. Then I gradually 
understood that movement was an 
expressive possibility in itself. With 
movement one could make things 
that were sculpturally unlike 
anything made before". (Jean 
Tinguely, "A Magic Stronger than 
Death",1987).

J.Tinguely, Kinetical structure
Stedelijk museum, Amsterdam.
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Engine detail,
Railway museum, Utrecht, 2006

Shin Egashira -"Male and Female 
on the Bed looking at the window", 
1991.

Nata Tjaneth Poyezd,
Railway museum, Utrecht, 2006

Narrative.

While using a kinetical metaphor I’m giving a translation to a certain 
narrative in zone’s situation. I `m finding the appropriate illustration to 
my method in the work of architects Shin Egashira -"Male and 
Female on the Bed looking at the window", where kinetical object 
emerges as a mechanic-like story. The work that was created for the 
1991 Venice Biennale of Architecture highlighted the artist’s concern 
with the subject of outside and inside and their relations represented 
in motion. The installation complex was based on a particular 
narrative in which two lovers looked through a window at a cat in a 
flowerbed, and the cat in turn looked at a fish in a pond. The scene 
translated into machine with moving parts. ("Installation Art", 1998). 
Egashira, comparably to Tinguely, using the sculptural effect of 
useless details in his work, but, indeed, the emphasize is made on 
how the machine-like combination should translate a certain 
narrative statement, which makes this example essential to my work 
considering my method of attaching to Zone situation through 
kinetical metaphor. 

Impact. 

The outcome of Kinetical metaphor as a translation of random 
movement within a Zone area can be described in terms of discovery 
and experiencing of the built object which was released from its 
normal fixed state and finds its expression in motion. In Zone-like 
design the translation of kinetical metaphor into movable objects 
would catalyze an emerging of more independent architecture, which 
should be able to create an imprecise dialogue with visitors. In this 
meaning such architecture should approach fortuitous and casual 
reality of "zone’s situation.
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Uncanny metaphor
  
Details of an abandoned building produce alienating effect of 

unfamiliar and indefinable. Paradoxically, certain everyday 
occurrences once lost their function start to disturb our perception of 
normal experience and reveal them to be discovered as a new 
parallel reality. "...the uncanny is that class of the frightening which 
leads to what is known of old and familiar..." [Sigmund Freud, "The 
Uncanny"].

I’m taking this condition of disturbing effect and transforming it 
through a metaphor of zoomed out details. I can see different scale 
relations of previously familiar object or even space situation as a 
base to achieve a connection with the lost function of an object and 
produce new design conditions in transformed context. The scaled 
details will reveal themselves to a visitor as a different world of 
unfamiliar comparable to the parallel reality of Zone.

Uncanny aesthetics.

Generally, uncanny space can be described as horrified, unhomely 
place of sensitive, intellectual reality that is able to produce a 
disturbing effect on mental perception. Psychoanalysis since the 
famous "Uncanny" article of Freud connected the uncanny spaces 
with aesthetics of death; what have to remain a secret, but needs to 
get out. Objects that are not depended on any function emerge as 
uncanny sculptures that install the aesthetic of destruction and 
ambience.  Zone is built from the objects that don’t serve the people` 
aims. While being in Zone a human being enters a parallel 
metaphysical world of architecture that exists according to the rules, 
which are more sophisticated then those the object has been built 
before. A human being in Zone as Dante is visiting the uncanny 
future world of architecture.

Utrecht Soya factory,
Engine detail, 2006

Cast in Time. 

In the work "House" (Turner Prize, 
1993) Rachel Whiteread, made 
beton cast of an abandoned house 
and as a sequence she caught a 
moment in object`s life towards its 
destruction. As a prototype 
Whiteread used a house that was a 
part of one of so called "Victorian 
terraces" in London, while the 
sculpture was a sort of negative of 
the existing house. The negative of 
the house revealed the memories  
absorbed on its inner surface. 
Traces, signs that were hidden from 
the eye suddenly appear to the 
observation as a commemoration of 
the past and uncannyness of 
everyday life`s occurrences. The 
uncannyness was represented in 
the aspect of loss by the things that 
are passing by such as childhood’s 
experiences, things like mattresses, 
bathe, mortar slabs. The law 
geometry of the house, the 
horizontal and vertical partition 
lines, details of interior are offering 
from the one side the calm 
closeness and well known 
vocabulary, but on the other side 
the uncanniness of dead object that 
has been cast in time to put the 
observer aside from the normal 
reality; the well known becomes 
strange. 
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Earth Mover, Germany, 2001, 
detail.

Utrecht Soya factory,
2006, detail.

Alienating scale. 

While using the metaphor of zoomed out details I’m intending to 
highlight the sculptural effect, which is being concealed in 
functionless objects. Rather then reproducing the destructive aspect 
of abandoned objects I’m focusing on enlarging traces that have 
been absorbed on the details’ surface. My aim is concerned with 
combination of once familiar objects in new scale that is able to 
reproduce the uncanny effect of estranged reality comparable to 
zone situations. 

The illustration of alienating scale can be provided on examples of 
huge mechanical structures. One of these structures is called "Earth 
Mover". This enormous digging machine of German contemporary 
production  is assembled from quite familiar details and devices of 
the equipment  from the same sort. But the new conditions of 100 
meter height of this monster seem to represent more than its 
function, but a transformation of the machine into uncanny sculpture 
that reproduce simultaneously disturbing and entertaining effect on 
perception of an observer.

Earth Mover, Germany, 2001.
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Aging.  

The same alienating effect of once familiar traces in new conditions 
of enlarged scale emerge in sculptural works of architect Alexander 
Brodsky, a former "paper architect". In his project "Visible parts" 
(New York, 1996, installation in the cellar of the Ronald Feldman 
Fine Art Gallery) his concern with intimacy of human body is 
represented in a shape of huge ear made from plaster with cracked 
and scratched surface. The another work "Portrait of an unknown 
Person or Peter Carl Faberge’s Nightmare " offering nostalgical 
parable about the culture, but with an uncanny message. The work is 
representing a man that pushes the 2 meters high plaster egg, which 
is engraved and treated by drawings comparable to huge jeweller 
object. Both works emphasize on the effect the familiar objects in 
different scale can reproduce on once perception.

A.Brodsky, Visible Parts, 
New York, 1996, installation in the 
cellar of the Ronald Feldman Fine 
Art Gallery

A. Brodsky, Grey Matter (installation, 1999, Ronald Feldman gallery, New York).

A. Brodsky, I. Utkin.  
Portrait of an unknown Person or Peter Carl Faberge’s 
Nightmare. 
Venice Bienalle, 1990

On the contrary with the previous example of 
Earth Mover the uncanniness that revealed in 
Brodsky’s scaled works has additional aging 
aspect that is based on the certain choice of 
materials. Brodsky values all that bears traces of 
time, all that has individual history. His choice of 
materials and techniques is always concerned 
with aging aspect that  is implemented in clay or 
scratched plaster. 
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Railway museum, Utrecht, 2006
Train detail.

Utrecht Soya factory,
2006, floor detail.

Utrecht Soya factory,
2006.

Antwerpen, train station.
Bridge detail.

Materials. 

The search for the proper materials and techniques that will follow 
the uncanny concept and emphasize a certain disturbing effect is 
crucial in terms of zone-like design. The materials will reveal nature 
processes proclaiming the uncanniness of objects. The focus can be 
done on fragile metal elements that getting easily overcalled by 
patina, or on patched walls partly covered with plaster, partly 
remained as bricked cladding. 

Comparably to zone, while nature processes are destroying the 
human finish and creating the edging layers that provide a certain 
uncanny effect, the same aging process can be adapted by technical 
means and materials. The aging effect will be implemented on the 
balance between nature and technologies. I intend to make a 
reference on the industrial buildings of XIX century such as: train 
stations, workers houses, water towers, coal bunkers, when the 
connection between the nature and materials have been more 
profoundly expressed in the repetition of natural motives in iron cast 
and breaks.

On the contrary, zoomed out objects will get a shiny look in order to 
underline the alienating nature of certain enlarged details. In these 
terms the choice for the "uncanny" materials could be done on the 
balance between shiny look and erosion process, new technologies 
and aging factor.
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Labyrinth metaphor

Unacceptable invisible spaces, different layers between details as 
well as nostalgical traces of previous activities within a Zone situation 
give me an opportunity to think about a labyrinth as a derivative of 
the mentioned above conditions. 
The metaphor of labyrinth or maze in the context of Zone reveals  
two aspects.  On the one hand the labyrinth, which by definition has 
connotation with old tunnels, underground networks of chambers, 
corridors, caves will stress the hidden nature of zone as an 
observed, concealed region, which correlates with Zone’s situation in 
urban environment. Simultaneously, the term labyrinth highlights the 
multilayered character of Zone spaces/ situations as a sort of a 
collector of memories, traces of previous human activity that are 
hidden within Zone’s frames. The hidden structure of Zone "maze" is 
what attracts strangers to visit Zone areas and to decode the secrets 
concealed inside.

Reservoir of secrets. 

The definition of Zone as a disoriented maze of "someone, who has 
lost his way" was mentioned regarding Tarkovsky`s "Stalker". Noone 
of the film’s heroes, either "professor" or "writer" knows what could 
happen, while they are accessing this metaphysical maze of Zona. 
They don’t have a clue if there is an exit. They are not stopped by 
the danger they are facing and by unpredictable situations in Zona. 
"Professor" and "Writer" desperately seeking, what is hiding under 
this uncanny park. ”Theseous has no thought of return, he is not 
worried about getting out, and he anxiously desires to see the 
Minotaurus.”*. 
   In a way the situations of lost undefined objects structures that 
structures Zone’s area are correlated with the definition of labyrinth 
that George Bataille gives in his article "Le Labyrinth" as a space 
that has lost its meaning and emerges as a frightening trap with no 
access. According to Bataille, only a result of far from being a real 
exit from the labyrinth transforms labyrinth into prison. * Back to 
Tarkovsky`s movie, Zona is represented as an inversion of prisoner’s 
areas. Tarkovsky reverses the traditional sense of Zona that 
generally links it with prisons into unpredictable hidden maze; a 
reservoir of secrets. 

Utrecht Soya factory,
2006, passage detail.

A.Brodsky, 
Installation at the abandoned 
underground station, NY, 2001.

* Dennis Hollier, The Labyrinth and 
the Pyramid, and the Labyrinth, 
p.62

* George Bataille, 1985, Labyrinth 
article, Vision of Excess, Selected 
writings, 1927-1939ed., A.Stoekl, 
Minneapolis, University of 
Minnesota Press
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Prison building, Breda.

Boundary. 

The hidden nature of Zone maze 
has to deal with its boundaries. This 
clue derives from the percepted 
condition of difficulty to access or 
occupy Zone areas. In fact, 
defended structure of the prisons/ 
together with sometimes 
sophisticated design (some old 
prisons/forts from 19th century are 
surrounded by wall and belt of 
water that we can observe in 
different cities of  Europe that stand  
as castles in adjacent to city centre 
areas) are able to trigger your 
imagination, which makes them 
comparable to Zone hidden 
situations.  The only difference 
between these two realities is that 
Zone or Zona as an inversion of 
prison is left opened to be 
discovered by any stranger, while 
the controlled prison remains a 
prohibited monumental area. 

The notion of boundary could be 
further be developed in design in 
order to stress the hidden character 
of Zone-like area as well as a 
desired trigger to provoke curiosity 
from the side of visitors. Zone 
remains a closed area to protect its 
fragility in terms of useless in 
urban`s structure from the straight 
exposition.

Electronic garbage, 2007

Layers. 

Another aspect of Zone maze as it has been mentioned relates to 
the  layered structure of Zone reality as a collector of memories. The 
layers propose the nostalgical meaning of Zone labyrinth. Every 
trace and detail bears certain profoundness to Zone area and 
provide it with multiplicity of meaning. 

Gilles Deleuze puts the notion of layers reproduced by labyrinth 
structure in terms of folds or "pleats of matter". (Gilles Deleuze, The 
Fold, 1993, Continuum, London)
"A labyrinth is said, etimologically to be multiple because it contains 
many folds. The multiple is not only what has many parts, but also 
what is folded in many ways". (Gilles Deleuze, The Fold, 1993, 
Continuum, London, p.3)  Deleuze seems to suggest an infinite 
structure of folds that are folded on their turn with the other folds as 
a cocoon. "A fold is always folded with a fold like a cavern in a 
cavern... The smallest element of the labyrinth is the fold" (Gilles 
Deleuze, The Fold, 1993, Continuum, London, p.6) comparably to 
this definition, the Zone maze can be observed as a reproduction 
and interaction between layers of memory. In this manner a layer 
that contains information about previous human activity becomes a 
smallest element of Zone maze.

Lebbeus Woods, Free Zone, Berlin, 1991.

"Folding-unfolding is another term, which is introduced in Deleuzion 
work connects the labyrinth with organism structure, which is able to 
envelope or to develop itself. "Folding -unfolding no longer means 
tension release, but enveloping developing.”(Gilles Deleuze, The 
Fold, 1993, Continuum, London, p.9) The term of enveloping can be 
easily adapted within Zone maze, where every object, every tiny 
realm propounds it’s meaning to the space. Together these elements 
create everyone its own envelope that on its turn builds the structure 
of the maze and dissolves into the complex of multiple diversity.
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Impact. 

An impact the two analyzed above aspects of Zone maze can make 
on one’s perception of environment can be described as 
encouragement to decode the secrets that are concealed between 
the layers. A person can be triggered to understand the traces, the 
layers, the details in order to make his own conclusions. As a 
sequence this situation will bring the observer an illusion of 
conscious perception of environment and connection to the place. In 
other words, in order to make a person interested, involved, or 
attached to the object/space a designer has to provide visitor traces, 
allusions concerning personal consciousness of an object. The 
mechanism of perception the object works through a sympathy to 
the object and reading its traces. Multiplicity of traces such as: 
details, ornaments lead to attachment with environment/object. The 
secret, hidden element can be helpful as a hook of imagination in 
order to provide such sympathy.

Enric Miralles/Benedetta Taglibaue,
The Mircaders House, Barcelona, 
1994.

Nataly Gorodetsky-Engel,
Graduation project, interior detail, 
2007.
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Utrecht Soya factory,

2006. Industrial platforms.

* Cecile Pierce, from preface to 

lecture in Central Saint Martins 
College, 2000

Utrecht Soya factory,

2006. Entrance to the lower level.

Game

In the light of the unfunctional, changeable, unpredictable character 
of the Zone space the metaphor of a multilevel (platform) game 
could be useful while approaching a positive future for zone as itself 

and its derivative space as a metamorphosed zone condition. 

In modern culture the sights of abandoned factories, sombre slams 

and construction sites are recognized as a typical background for 
computer games and action movies. People are familiar with this 

background and could be triggered to discover the opportunity to 
visit and use such space in real time.

Nevertheless the architecture, which is based on the metaphor of 
platform game, reveals the simulacra of the Zone; unfunctional 
reality of abandoned space through the transformation of a digital 
game will appear in real time again.

Terms.

Cecile Pierce put the terms like experience design and narrative 
environment as frequently used to describe theme parks, theme 
restaurants or retail centers. "These spaces share properties with 
virtual environment as seen in computer games and theme 
attraction, including hybrid experience that blends physical and 
virtual environment."*. Zone game space in terms of experience will 
suggest surrounding untouched by man and reclaimed by nature, 
where the man is no more a ruler, but a visitor in a strange reality of 
objects after their functional death. People in costumes/uniforms 
may live for a moment in an almost fantasy world, which 
corresponds with perception of personal fatality in the life. On the 
other hand the Zone game experience will stress such relations 
between a visitor and a build complex, where a player will start to be 
a part of the environment comparably to transcendent nature. All his 
actions will have consequences and will have an impact on the world 
around him.
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Structure. 

"A game generally can be described as a goal oriented experience 

(which may include sub-goals), with a certain configuration of 
obstacles, resources, rewards and penalties that players can use in 
forwarding their objectives."*. As a player in the Zone Game a visitor 
will be free to explore the entire Zone world. No physical restriction 
will be required except wearing a uniform. No time limits. A player 
will become a Stalker, crossing different levels. The player will 
concentrate on locating and retrieving artifacts from level to level 
within the Zone. While collecting artifacts a player will have to find a 
final level, a final exit door. If he succeeds or not depends on his 
ability to see the essential things in a complex surrounding.

Examples. 

The "Stalker" is the new unlinear computer game, which can provide 
an example how the zone environment is being manipulated as a 
concept for virtual entertainment. The explosion in Chernobyl nuclear 
reactor in April of 1986 created an enormous Zone, which contained 
entire abandoned towns, villages, agricultural areas and industrial 
facilities. The Chernobyl zone has become a conceptual and visual 
resource for "Stalker’s game creators. As a player in this game you 
have a freedom of movement around the storyline, limited only by 
the player’s will and abilities. 

* C.Pierce, Emergent authorship: 

the next interactive revolution, 
Computers&Graphics, 2001, 
www.elsevier.com/locate/cag

Stalker, the computer game, 2007 - 
screenshots.
www.stalker-game.com
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* Stalker-game, description.

www.stalker-game.com

Stalker, the computer game, 2007 - 
screenshots. 
www.stalker-game.com

Apparently the game can be observed as a derivative of Tarkovsky`s 
Stalker and simultaneously is comparable to so called "Sim" or 
"God", where the player is put in a God-like role of manipulating in a 
large world of direct and indirect ways. One of the game descriptions 
says: "curiosity and greed led to phenomena of the Stalker - part 
explorer, part mercenary and treasure seeker." A player can identify 
himself with this hero, collecting artifacts and trading them, groping 
its own path, keeping an eye on the rear and fighting.  "And then, 
perhaps, if you are persistent and truly lucky, you will find out why all 

this had fallen on you."*. 

Technology. 

Zone game as a metamorphosis of computer game has something 
to deal with high-tech technologies, which can be provided as 
interactive devices within the game locations. The transitive zone 
game can be based on contradiction between odd look of decaying 
elements in zone environment that correlates with low-tech 
comeback to the nature, and hi-tech interactive interface 
technologies. The player will be able to enter the next level after 
identification at the level gate, which will examine whenever the 
player have found the right artifact and completed the tasks. The 
computer input and output system installed within a zone area will 
detect a certain artifact and translate the virtual game’s skipping 
levels into a palpable way of experience. Conceptually, the 
interactive devices within a Zone play could affect a visitor/player`s 
concern about their anticipating role within an environment.
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Outcome. 

"The idea of a game is that people are engaged in some activity in 

which they make a palpable and discernible contribution to the 
outcome." *

Zone game in real time can be observed as a grown-up form of 
fantasy entertainment - deep immersion and role-play in highly 
sophisticated context. The question is what could be an outcome for 
zone game? It seems that the competition factors as: finding the last 
level, receiving an award at the end of the game are less important 
within a zone context. The most interesting thing, which really 
matters, is a personal active experience a player should receive 
while wandering through zone obstacles and finding an anticipating 
interplay within zone contents. In these terms of personal active 
experience the outcome of zone game in real time will  always be a 
surprise.

* C.Pierce, Emergent authorship: 

the next interactive revolution, 
Computers&Graphics, 
2001,www.elsevier.com/locate/cag

Photo collage, Venice Bienalle, 
2006.

Nataly Gorodetsky-Engel,
Game Storyboard, the final plate.
Graduation Project, MAHKU, 2007.
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Varvara Stepanova,
Textile plate, 1926.

Sonia Delaunay,
Optical dress for Vogue, 1925.

Airplane chairs, 1920-s.
Stedelijk museum, Amsterdam.

La Jamais Contete, 1899.

Fashion component

In the last chapter I would like to introduce a fashion component into 
the thesis showing how my personal interpretation of the Zone 
concept can affect both : fashion design and its interplay with an 
environment.  In fact, clothing becomes an  absolutely necessary 
element concerning game event, where a player wears a uniform in 
order to have an experience of a certain atmosphere of the Zone 
that gives a fundament for overwhelming design concept.

Overlapping design. 

In  recent years the worlds of architecture and fashion have started 
to overlap each other in design. There is a certain tendency to 
emphasize closeness of architecture to fashion as two design 
languages that speak in terms of body`s protection. In this tendency 
I see a certain comeback to the styles that emerged at the beginning 
of the XX century such as Art Deco and Avant-Garde, in which the 
design was correlated within different disciplines in order to create a 
total design language. 

In  those styles, fashion types closely related to the environmental on 
the base of same conceptual/figurative principles. In Russian Avant-
Garde the textile design eventually reflected the tendencies of 
revolutionary spatial design, where the stress has been done on 
dynamic of industrial, labour processes. 

Varvara Stepanova`s textile "plates" with motives of planes and 
machinery elements give an immediate example of those 
tendencies.  New relations in spatial design, such as flying machine 
of Vladimir Tatlin on the base of mechanic  elements, dynamic 
movable obtests together with cloth design being inspired by spatial 
tendencies were created one complex, a sort of communicative tool 
to transfer the ideas of mobility and changes in society`s state. 

On the contrary, in the Art-Deco style the tendencies of 
implementing industrial aspect into cloth design such as: mechanical 
geometry in textile, were mixed up with layered look of transparent 
materials and decorative details of Asian ornaments. The reference 
can be done on the textiles and fashions of Sonya Delaunay were 
strong geometries with mechanical motives have been combined 
with ornaments being inspired from oriental style. The figurative Art 
Deco style linked the spatial design and cloth on the same base, 
were new mechanic technologies and nature motives, being it in 
building construction or in textile ornaments are integrally intertwined 
into one complex for elegancy.
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However, today’s approach to overlap different disciplines is  
pointing to an  interaction between people wearing  certain clothes 
and using a space. Apparently in today’s conceptual fashion 
designers try to create an interplay between clothes, event and 
space. "The clothes become a catalyst to create an experience at an 
event... the question whether if you have an event in a space; does 
that turn it into a place?” (Fashion designer Hussein Chalayan about 
his "place/non place", 2000 collection,www.icon-
magazine.co.uk/issues/december/hussein.html ).

The experimental fashion of contemporary British designer Hussein 
Chalayan is laying between cloth - environment and touching a field 
of  protecting a human body from hostile environment. "What 
inspired me was the our lives in a constant state of mobility and how 
in some ways... the clothes cause people to interact and thereby 
create meaningful places." (Ibid) 

In his conceptual collection "Non places" he puts fashion on an 
abstract level between wearability and connection to architecture. 
The model that wears a table-like skirt according to Chalayan words 
suggests a moment, "where person trying to leave home at a time of 
war". Cloth gives an opportunity to hide your possession. 

While trying to find how Zone can catalyze a creation of a new cloth 
I’m applying my method of transforming a certain Zone’s area 
conditions through a metaphor into a design derivative in terms of 
fashion/uniform. Eventually, I build my uniform on the terms: 
protection, fragility and changeability.

Protection. 

As argued above, the difficulty accessing Zone area is taken through 
the metaphor of  "envelope" and transformed it into cloth’s design, 
as alternative to architectural element that is ought to protect a 
wearer from a hostile environment. That is how I came up with 

helmets and aprons as a protecting layer in uniform, which could be 
comparable back with a percept "boundary" around the Zone area.

In the same manner the previously percept uncanniness and 
terrifying effect of invisible spaces finds out its own realisation in 
uniform with warrior elements and defending featurs as a part of 
protecting layer. Dangerous quality of these odd elements in some 
uniform connect the protection layer to mediaeval fantasy world, as a 
nostalgia for a low-tech period with its natural aspect. 

Hussein Chalayan,
Place/Non Place collection, 2000.

Samurai costume, XVII century, 
Japan.

Benoit Maubrey, Hans Peter Kuhn,
Audio-Steel workers uniforms
from Sounding Bodies and Talking 
Clothes, 1986, Linz.
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Arsenale, Venice.
Tanker detail, XIX century.

Nataly Gorodetsky-Engel,
Red Uniform, litography, 2007.

Nataly Gorodetsky-Engel,
Violet Uniform, litography, 2007.

Fragility. 

The defensive character of zone accessibility stands together in 
some contradiction with absolutely unprotected in facing urban 
intensities. The undesirable position of Zone functionless places in 
today’s urban planning puts any Zone existence in fragile conditions. 
The fragility I’m taking as a term, which provides me a discourse to 
create a base dress in cloth design  - a fragile layer that stays in a 
contrast with the protecting layer of helmet and apron. 

While being in Zone area I feel certain profoundness of every little 
detail that builds up a zone context. The nostalgic atmosphere in 
Zone, different layers of time create a diverse field for inspiration that 
points straight to somebody’s memory associations. Unused, left on 
their own objects become a private collection of visitors. These 
collections reflect nostalgical feeling of visitors as everyone’s private 
screen. By taking an example of Utrecht Factory I’m intuitively 
picking up the features that correlate between my memory and 
postindustrial context of the place, which together build up figurative 
discourse for uniform design. 

Changeability. 

The third aspect I would like to introduce in my uniform structure is 
the changeability of Zone state that can be described as permanent 
movement of situations The protecting layer/apron could be based 
on the flexible principles of being adapted according to the needs of 
people that will serve Zone-like spaces. As sequence the uniform will 
be divided to the basic garment with different attachments The focus 
should be done on interactive elements being implemented into the 
protecting layer that will react with Zone interface. The goal of such 
approach is to create interior and cloth as a complex, which is based 
on the same design principle of changeable and variable 
environment.

 The uniform  in Zone-like design is an attempt to put a wearer into 
an enigmatic area that can be characterised by connections between 
all contains; a fact that will give an opportunity for a visitor to feel 
himself as an important reflective part of this complex. 

The fashion type is a final component in my investigation to express 
relations between exterior, interior and clothes within a frame of 
overlapping design, comparable to an aim of creating a total design 
statement on the base of methodical transformation of the Zone 
conditions. 
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Conclusion

Public space of a new type. 

At the conclusion of the thesis I have to emphasize once again a 
personal character of my approach to conceptualize so called "zone" 
phenomenon through self-experience into abstract categories that 
could be transformed into complex relations of design and 
environment.

While describing a certain metaphor, which is essential for my zone 
experience, the aim is to highlight the potential that is maintained 
within zone’s existence for public spaces of a new type. As it has 
been stressed through the chapters in my work, this potential lays as 
encounter between self-identification of human being with built 
environment. This connection could be experienced by visitors in 
zone areas, like abandoned factory, (that was a prototype for my 
design) through such transformed aspects as:  random movement of 
erosion process, hidden character of zone area, through 
uncanniness of once familiar functionless objects, or the labyrinthine 
structure of layers that built zone existence. 

On the conceptual level public spaces and events on the base of 
"zone-like" design can serve visitors as an experimental intellectual 
investigation into the world of unfixed, unexpected, multilayer 
environment. When the controlled space is ought to confine once` 
consciousness,  zone’s situations will show the world incredible 
structure where every tiny realm or action has its anticipating effect. 
In these sense zone principles become extremely important in 
today’s design development.  

Bruxels Taxi, Storage building 
detail.

Nataly Gorodetsky-Engel,
Helmet, 2007.
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Virtual game in real time. 

While being in a zone-like 
design a visitor will enter a 
"virtual world" of unknown, 
estranged hidden reality 
comparable to virtual games.  
Zone game metaphor as a 
simulacra of computer game 
could prospond more grown -
up form of experience for 
visitors in public space of 
new type  than it is 
suggested  in virtual world 
entertainment. Unknown, 
invisible spaces, terrifying 
details, useless structures in 
real will embody rather 
apocalyptical perception of 
environment as zone 
background is proposed in 
computer games or movies. 
In real zone game space the 
stress could be done on 
educative effect that can be 
described as awareness of a 
player in metaphysical 
existence, which is not  
beyond our control and 
consciousness. 

The context of the  abandoned factory according to the project is 
transformed into game areas as an "upgrade" of computer virtual 
games. As it was mentioned above, multilevel (platform) game could 
be useful while approaching a positive future for industrial 
functionless sites as itself and its derivatives for new public space 

development. The factory lands could serve as a "laboratory" for 
creating different situations for real games as events’ areas. Such  
area may contain offices, workshops, showrooms focusing on 
creating new  real "virtual" games, searching for other sites and 
analysing new game devices. The role of architect regarding the 
project is transformed from recycling unfunctional objects into 
programming a new strategy and visualising the future development 
for public space of new type that is built on encounter between 
conceptualised conditions of useless objects as data for analysis and 
virtual reality of computer games as applicable metaphor.

Zone should reveal its values; its components will serve as tools for 
up to date design development, as a creative “laboratory” for modern 
intellectual life.  
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